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Abstract
Online stores assist customers in buying the desired products online. Great competition in the e-commerce sector necessitates
technology development. Many e-commerce systems not only present products but also offer similar products to increase
online customer interest. Due to high product variety, analyzing products sold together similar to a recommendation system
is a must. This study methodologically improves the traditional association rule mining (ARM) method by adding fuzzy
set theory. Besides, it extends the ARM by considering not only items sold but also sales amounts. Fuzzy association rule
mining (FARM) with the Apriori algorithm can catch the customers’ choice from historical transaction data. It discovers
fuzzy association rules from an e-commerce company to display similar products to customers according to their needs in
amount. The experimental result shows that the proposed FARM approach produces much information about e-commerce
sales for decision-makers. Furthermore, the FARM method eliminates some traditional rules considering their sales amount
and can produce some rules different from ARM.

Keywords E-commerce · Recommendation system · Fuzzy rules · Association rule mining · Fuzzy set theory

Introduction

Electronic commerce (e-commerce) has gained increasing
popularity, because the Internet becomes an essential tool
for companies to increase their competitive edge by collect-
ing and analyzing customer data. The most popular sort of
e-commerce is Business-to-Consumer (B2C) sales, which
is fulfilled by online stores. The total e-commerce share of
total retail sales has increased about 2% each year since
2015, and it is about 20% in 2021 [1]. Retail e-commerce
sales increased by more than 20% worldwide in a year, from
2017 (2382 billion USD) to 2018 (2928 billion USD). It is
expected that sales volume will reach 6542 billion USD in
2023. Besides, the number of online customers raised about
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11% in 2 years, from 2019 (1.92 million users) to 2021 (2.14
million users) [2].

This rising market share is a significant interest for B2C
companies to facilitate customers’ purchase decision. More-
over, the increase of the digital economy causes heavier
competition among companies in the similar industry. On
the other hand, exposing many items to customers is one
of the main challenges to display appropriate products. For
this reason, customers are mainly confused when deciding
on a product to buy. Consequently, e-commerce companies
have been forced into displaying the right products to engage
online customers’ attention by supporting their selection
decisions. In e-commerce trends, today’s research demands
involve analyzing customers’ online shopping behaviours
for their purchasing decision by B2C companies [3]. With
these research outcomes, online stores can sharpen their
e-commerce platforms and offer a better purchasing experi-
ence.Onewayof presenting practical online user experiences
by a well-thought-of website is to associate products [4].

Association Rule Mining (ARM) is a technique to asso-
ciate products considering their sales frequencies. ARM uti-
lizes customers’ transaction data to investigate their demands
and product choices [5]. It is powerful to detect relation-
ships between products, which meet specific support and
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confidence degrees. The discovered association rules are
invaluable for B2C companies to offer products that a cus-
tomer is interested in [6]. Association rules are created by
counting products that are purchased together and trust of
product relationships, respectively, called support and con-
fidence. These two parameters are critical for generating
association rules. A very low support value may generate
rules by chance and also cause to produce uninteresting rules.
An association rule is regarded as interesting when the sup-
port value is greater than theminimum support threshold, and
the confidence value is greater than the minimum confidence
threshold [7].

If k represents the number of products that will be ana-
lyzed, k-items-dataset can produce 2k − 1 possible frequent
items and R = 3k−2k+1+1 possible association rules. How-
ever, less than 20% of the generated rules are meaningful for
20% of minimum support rate and 50% of minimum confi-
dence rate. Consequently, most of the computations become
wasted [8]. Considering real-life implementations include a
huge k value, studies needs a suitable algorithm to avoid this
problem. One way to reduce the computational time and cost
is to decrease possible frequent items. The second way is to
lessen the number of combinations. Apriori algorithm over-
comes the problem of a high number of data attributes. It
diminishes the number of possible items to produce frequent
association rules. According to the Apriori principle, an item
set that is not frequent cannot be included in the combined
item sets. In other words, all subsets of a frequent item set
must also be frequent [7]. It is also known as support-based
pruning because of this principle.

The big data era has occurred a vast amount of data.
Therefore, many data between datasets overlap, and datasets’
boundaries are more ambiguous than in the past. Boolean
association rules can handle Boolean data, which is not suit-
able for overlapping and boundary data points. On the other
hand, the fuzzy association rules can generate more reliable
solutions even if data overlap and are located in boundaries. If
we can obtain fuzzy association rules, we can ideally gener-
ate solutions for the problem of product associations. Fuzzy
Association Rule Mining (FARM) is an extension of the
ARMmethod by fuzzy set theory. In many real-life datasets,
one productmay belong tomore than one class [9]. For exam-
ple, a T-shirt can be put under sportswear class and clothing
class. Traditional methods cannot consider these multiclass
cases. A fuzzy extension of the traditional ARMmethod can
close this gap [10]. Recent studies showed how fuzzy set
theory could improve in evaluating the online customers’
demand from a B2C company [6,11–13].

This study aims to present the potential of using the FARM
approachwith Apriori algorithm for e-commerce sales. Sales
volumes for each product are the primary attribute for this
research. Themain contribution of the study is to recommend
more relevant products to online customers by considering

not only items sold but also sales amounts. Previous stud-
ies such as [1,14] applied in e-commerce focused on items
sold together in a certain period. However, the amount of the
sold items should be considered to produce more meaningful
results by association rule mining. The results of the study
support decision-makers deciding how many and which
kinds of products to generate the closest attention fromonline
customers. This research proposes a methodology extending
association rule mining with fuzzy set theory for this moti-
vation. Although there are various fuzzy-based rule mining
approaches in the literature, handling sales amounts distin-
guishes this study from others. Moreover, this study analyzes
products specifically for Muslim women, because the com-
pany sells products that meetmodest women’s desires. To the
best of the authors’ knowledge, the fuzzy-based rule mining
methodology is applied to Islamic products for the first time.

The remaining part of the paper is as follows: “Literature
review” presents related works on association rules. “Pre-
liminaries and methodology” explains the proposed FARM
methodology. “Evaluation of the proposed methodology”
shows the real-world numerical application of the FARM
approach. “Conclusion and limitations” concludes the study
by discussing the results and giving the limitations of the
proposed methodology.

Literature review

E-commerce platforms produce a significant part of a com-
pany’s income, since they provide personalized recommen-
dations for online customers. The purchasing decisions,
experiences, and motivation of customers may change their
preference, purchasing process, and final decision [15–21].
To increase people eagerness for online shopping, rec-
ommendation mechanisms and personalized systems are
broadly utilized on current e-commercewebsites [17,22–26].
Several data mining techniques can be formulated to exam-
ine the data in e-commerce sales and recommend related
products to users. Recommendation systems are applied
originally to e-commerce websites for offering products to
customers.

Selecting the recommendation method plays a vital role
to generate recommendations. Association rule mining can
enable recommendations, and Apriori is a well-known ARM
algorithm. Reference [27] used clickstream data to develop
a recommender system using association rule mining. The
developed methodology measures the confidence degrees
between clicked products, between the products placed in
the basket, and between purchased products, respectively.
Reference [28] proposed a personalized recommender sys-
tememployingARMandclassification.Buyer demandswere
obtained from text documents and then converted into some
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meaningful expressions. Association rules were mined from
the transformed phrases using the Apriori algorithm.

The rule-based theory as another common way has been
extensively implemented in association rule mining [29].
Fuzzy logic is one of the most popular rule-based meth-
ods in the literature. More importantly, some exciting types
of research on fuzzy extensions of traditional ARM models
were conducted to create effective association rules. Refer-
ence [30] created efficient association rules FARM. They
improved the fuzzy Apriori algorithm for uncertain data,
so that it produces fuzzy association rules. Reference [31]
introduced an ARM approach based on fuzzy set theory and
demonstrated that fuzzy extension of ARM ismore effective.
Reference [32] proposed a fuzzy reasoning approach and
applied it to assess the created fuzzy association rules. Some
recent studies developed the FARM method with machine
learning techniques. Reference [31] combined fuzzy associ-
ation rule mining and fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm to
discover association rules. Reference [33] introduced a rec-
ommendation system using fuzzy association rules. In this
study, a regression model was integrated into the recom-
mendation system of fuzzy association rules to extend the
analysis statistically. Combinatorial optimization methods
can be combined with recommendation systems. Reference
[34] suggested a particle swarm optimization algorithm to
recommend multiple products simultaneously.

FARMhas been a popularmethod in recommendation sys-
tems in recent years [6]. It has been extended with additional
properties to benefit from advantages of fuzziness to new
problems such as profile-based fuzzy association rule min-
ing (PB-FARM) approach [35] and class-based fuzzy soft
associative (CBFSA) [36]. FARM studies in the literature
can be seen in various categories such as classification [36–
38], optimization [39], and regression [33].

Reference [37] developed a classifier based on fuzzy
association rule-based and applied it for imbalanced clas-
sification problems, which include additional challenges for
learning methods. Heuristic approaches were combined with
the FARM method in some studies. Reference [39] used a
differential evolution algorithm to create important fuzzy
association rules. Reference [33] proposed a fuzzy rec-
ommendation system considering association rules. They
analyzed the data statistically and applied the regression
model.

Studies based on association rules in the e-commerce
environment have focused on various research objectives. In
the e-commerce domain, customers exhibit highly changed
shopping behaviors [28]. Reference [40] adopted an FP-
growth algorithm to analyze orders and develop a batching
algorithm for massive customer orders with small batch
and high frequency. In large datasets, ARM requires a
time-consuming process. Therefore, [28] improved a recom-
mendation system that includes ARM and clustering. They

applied hierarchical clustering techniques to divide a large
dataset into a tree of clusters.

Consequently, it can be understood from the above lit-
erature review that the FARM method has been applied
to various business problems, including overlapping and
ambiguous boundaries data. Especially, in e-commerce, the
FARMmethod has been implemented because of much data
without a clear boundary. At present, the advancement of the
FARM has become a popular research topic [6]. The use of
association rules can yield more meaningful information that
can be used in the decision-making process.

The reviewed literature indicates that no studies examine
the e-commerce product associations purchased by particu-
lar customers with an effective method. This study focuses
on Muslim women’s online shopping transactions with a
fuzzy-based association rule mining methodology. A real-
life dataset was used to verify the applied methodology.

Preliminaries andmethodology

Association rules

An association rule can be expressed as X → Y , where
X ,Y ⊆ I , X ,Y �= ∅, and X ∩ Y �= ∅. I refers a finite set of
items and T indicates a finite set of transactions with items
in I . The rule X → Y explains that every transaction T that
includes X contains Y .

The standard criteria to evaluate association rules are sup-
port and confidence parameters. Both of them are a subset of
items. The support of an item set I0 ⊆ I is the probability
that a transaction T includes I0 (Eq. 1)

supp (I0, T ) = |{τ ∈ T | I0 ⊆ τ }|
T

. (1)

The support and confidence of an association rule X → Y
in T is given in Eqs. 2 and 3, respectively. Note that supp
is used for support value for item set, and Supp refers to
support value for the association rule

Supp (X → Y , T ) = supp (X ∪ Y ) (2)

Conf (X → Y , T ) = Supp (X → Y , T )

supp (X)
= supp (X ∪ Y )

supp (X)
.

(3)

The ARM method efforts to mine to create association
rules whose support and confidence values are greater than
predefined thresholds calledminsupp andmincon f , respec-
tively. Such rules are described as strong rules.
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Fig. 1 Proposed FARM methodology

Fuzzy transactions and fuzzy association rules

A fuzzy transaction τ̃ is nonempty fuzzy subset of item set I .
τ̃ (i) is themembership degree of i in a fuzzy transaction τ̃ for
every i ∈ I . A crisp transaction is a particular form of fuzzy
transaction. Similarly, T -set is a set of crisp transactions,
whereas FT -set indicates a set of fuzzy transactions. Fuzzy
support (F-supp) values of the fuzzy item sets are calculated
by the minimum operator given in Eq. 4. The total amount of
minimum values of data points tk in τ̃ for each product (zi )
is divided into N , which refers to the total number of data
points

F-supp (X → Y , τ ) =
∑N

k=1 min{tk(zi )}
N

. (4)

A fuzzy association rule X → Y holds if and only if
τ̃ (X) ≤ τ̃ (Y ) for each τ̃ ∈ T . It means that the inclu-
sion degree of Y is greater than that of X for every fuzzy
transaction τ̃ . An association rule is a specific form of fuzzy
association rule, because a transaction is a specific form of
fuzzy transaction. The confidence value of a fuzzy rule is
computed by Eq. 5

F-conf(X → Y , τ ) = F-supp(X ∪ Y )

F-supp(X)
. (5)

Proposed FARMmodel

This study uses a three-stage methodology given in Fig. 1.
The first stage given in green is about the database activities.
It begins with collecting related sales data from databases
by queries. Then, sales amounts are converted into a fuzzy
number using predefined fuzzy membership sets. The sec-
ond stage given in orange is counting frequent products in the
fuzzy transactions. First, fuzzy support numbers are counted,
and then, the Apriori algorithm runs for all combinations of
frequent products to find out frequencies of products sold
together. The third stage given in blue discovers fuzzy asso-
ciation rules and stores them in repositories for future usage.

Table 1 Data description

Transaction Products

1075 1078 1079 1084 1086 1087

679 4 12 3

680 1 2 4 3 4

691 7 8 11 2 3

697 11 6 12

703 10 3

Fig. 2 Fuzzy membership sets for sales amounts

Evaluation of the proposedmethodology

A case scenario was presented to illustrate the feasibility
of the proposed methodology in this section. The algorithm
was applied to 101,250 online transactions including 100
different products. Datawere collected from aB2C company,
one of the leaders in the sector with more than 16 million
visitors from all over the world. The company sells over 500
brands and 70 thousand products to five continents. In this
study, special products for Muslim women were selected to
verify the proposed FARM methodology.

The first stage of the methodology starts with data prepa-
ration steps. Transactions that have only one kind of product
were ignored, because this study considers associations
among products. Each transaction includes at least two types
of the product given in the Products column in Table 1. The
proposed FARM methodology considers the sales amount,
whereas the traditional ARM method takes into account
binary variables, sold or not.

All sales amounts in each transaction were transformed
into the fuzzy sets numbers. The fuzzymembership functions
in Fig. 2 were determined by companymanagers considering
products’ sales volume. For example, one of the customers
purchased three kinds of products in transaction ID 679. The
customer bought 4, 12, and 3 items of product 1078, 1086,
and 1087, respectively. Although 4 and 12 directly corre-
spond to “Medium” and “High” classes, respectively; 3 lies
in both “Low” and “Medium” classes. 3was transformed into
the fuzzy set, calculated as (0.25/Low + 0.75/Medium).

Table 2 presents the converted qualitative numbers into
fuzzy sets for each product considering all transactions. After
the transformation process, the total fuzzy score (TFS) was
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Table 2 Fuzzification of sales amounts

Transaction Products

1075 1078 1079 1084 1086 1087

679 {0.00, 1.00, 0.00} {0.00, 0.00, 1.00} {0.25, 0.75, 0.00}

680 {0.75, 0.25, 0.00} {0.50, 0.50, 0.00} {0.00, 1.00, 0.00} {0.25, 0.75, 0.00} {0.00, 1.00, 0.00}

691 {0.00, 0.25, 0.75} {0.00, 0.00, 1.00} {0.00, 0.00, 1.00} {0.50, 0.50, 0.00} {0.25, 0.75, 0.00}

697 {0.00, 0.00, 1.00} {0.00, 0.50, 0.50} {0.00, 0.00, 1.00}

703 {0.00, 0.00, 1.00} {0.25, 0.75, 0.00}

TFS {0.75, 0.50, 1.75} {0.50, 2.00, 1.50} {0.00, 1.00, 2.00} {0.25, 0.75, 1.00} {0.75, 1.25, 1.00} {0.50, 2.50, 0.00}

FFC 1075H 1078M 1079H 1084H 1086M 1087M

TFS total fuzzy score, FFC final fuzzy class

Table 3 Fuzzy support values
of frequent 1-item set

Products Low Medium High Products Low Medium High

1075L 1082.5 832 75.5 1156L 539.25 343 7.75

1078M 13219.25 15156.5 3468.25 1168L 2293 1813.75 184.25

1079L 3163.25 2222.75 175 1169L 709 404 17

1082L 5133 3363.5 198.5 1171L 954.5 675.75 43.75

1100M 4083.75 4254.75 781.5 1179L 584.5 306.25 5.25

1106L 5882.75 4906.25 409 1180L 911.25 566 31.75

1107L 1131.25 592.75 19 1183L 723 348.75 11.25

1108L 4689.25 3883.75 453 1202L 2387.25 1876.75 215

1110L 5659.5 4067.75 325.75 1232L 2077.75 2011 423.25

1118L 1102 537.25 14.75 1239L 575.75 334.25 9

1119L 2871 1481.75 49.25 1241L 700.75 383.25 11

1120L 510.25 313.25 10.5 1245L 1465 1045.75 72.25

1121M 9859.5 13674.75 4875.75 1246L 1567 927.5 40.5

1126L 3114 2044.5 162.5 1251M 3807 4027 917

1127L 4430.25 3279 296.75 1258L 2095.5 1891.75 244.75

1131L 897 517.5 17.5 1267L 1168.25 798.25 42.5

1140L 1239.25 1087.5 120.25 1269L 1200.25 772.5 38.25

1150M 14871.75 20379 5447.25 1284L 606.75 370.75 18.5

computed by aggregating all fuzzy membership values for
each class. The final fuzzy class (FFC) of a product was
defined using the maximum TFS. For the previous example,
product 1075 has a TFS of {0.75, 0.50, 1.75}. In this case,
product 1075 was assigned to the “High” class and renamed
as 1075H.

In the second stage, first, fuzzy support values were com-
puted for the 1-itemset of products and given in Table 3.
Minimum support (minsupp) valuewas determined byman-
agers as 500 items in all transactions. This means that a
product is assigned to the frequent 1-item set if the maxi-
mum TFS of the product is larger than minsupp value.

According to the Apriori principle, the algorithm elimi-
nates items with a lower support value than the minsupp
from the frequent item set. The frequent 2-item set was cre-
ated computing all possible combinations of the frequent

1-item set using the Apriori algorithm. Table 4 shows the
fuzzy support values of the 2-item set.

Similarly, the frequent 3-item set was created for all possi-
ble combinations of the frequent 2-item set. Table 5 gives the
results of frequent item sets that include three products. The
algorithm terminated, because none of the 4-item set could
meet the minsupp threshold.

The third stage creates and stores fuzzy association rules.
All potential association rules for each frequent itemsets
were extracted, and the mincon f threshold, 35%, was
checked for each created rule. Top 15 fuzzy association
rules and the corresponding confidence values are presented
in Table 6. For example, the confidence value of the rule
“i f {1078M, 1121M} then {1150M}” was calculated as

n(1078M ∩ 1121M ∩ 1150M)

n(1078M ∩ 1121M)
= 3018.75

8625.00
= 0.35.
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Table 4 Fuzzy support values
of frequent 2-item set

Products F-supp Products F-supp Products F-supp

{1078M, 1079L} 602.25 {1079L, 1121M} 587.5 {1121M, 1127L} 856.75

{1078M, 1082L} 1000.25 {1079L, 1150M} 901.75 {1121M, 1150M} 5283

{1078M, 1100M} 1143.5 {1082L, 1110L} 595.75 {1121M, 1232L} 640.75

{1078M, 1106L} 1260.5 {1082L, 1121M} 891.75 {1121M, 1251M} 1201.75

{1078M, 1108L} 1350 {1082L, 1150M} 1364.5 {1126L, 1150M} 552.75

{1078M, 1110L} 1560.25 {1100M, 1121M} 2079.25 {1127L, 1150M} 1326

{1078M, 1121M} 4127.25 {1100M, 1150M} 1431.25 {1150M, 1168L} 847.25

{1078M, 1126L} 812.75 {1106L, 1121M} 1297 {1150M, 1202L} 500.75

{1078M, 1127L} 1235.5 {1106L, 1127L} 556 {1150M, 1232M} 640

{1078M, 1150M} 5047.75 {1106L, 1150M} 2821 {1150M, 1245L} 596

{1078M, 1202L} 860 {1108L, 1121M} 1099 {1150M, 1246L} 547.25

{1078M, 1232L} 530 {1108L, 1150M} 1374.25 {1150M, 1251M} 1391.25

{1078M, 1251M} 976.75 {1110L, 1121M} 1171.25 {1150M, 1258L} 610.75

{1078M, 1258L} 708.25 {1110L, 1150M} 1251.5

{1079L, 1108M} 770.75 {1121M, 1126L} 579.5

Table 5 Fuzzy support values of frequent 3-item set

Products F-supp

{1078M, 1100M, 1121M} 550.25

{1078M, 1106M, 1150M} 711.75

{1078M, 1121M, 1150M} 1417.75

{1078M, 1127L, 1150M} 506.25

{1150M, 1100M, 1121M} 692.75

{1150M, 1121M, 1106M} 772.5

Comparison of FARM, ARM, and discrete ARM

Table 7 is presented to show the contribution of the pro-
posed FARM approach by a comparison with traditional
ARM. In both methods, support threshold value and con-
fidence value were determined as 500 and 0.35, respectively.

Traditional ARM discovered created 58 rules, whereas the
proposed FARM approach created 22 fuzzy rules. Although
ARM presented more rules, FARM included more infor-
mation in fewer rules, because it gives details about sales
volume instead of “sold or not (binary)” information. For
example, for one of the common rules that include X =
{1127 and 1150} and Y = {1078}, ARM indicates that
if products 1127 and 1150 sold, then product 1078 is sold.
However, FARM shows that if product 1127 is sold over
8 items and 1150 sold up to 8 items, then product 1078 is
sold up to eight items. These results confirm that the pro-
posed FARM approach produces much information about
e-commerce sales for decision-makers. Furthermore, the
FARM method eliminates some traditional rules consider-
ing their sales amount and can produce some rules different
fromARM, such as “I f {1150M, 1100M} then {1121M}”
and “I f {1078M, 1121M} then {1150M}”.

Table 6 Fuzzy association rules
with 35% of confidence value

Fuzzy rules F-conf Fuzzy rules F-conf

If {1121M, 1106M} then {1150M} 0.58 If {1078M, 1127L} then {1150M} 0.40

If {1246L} then {1150M} 0.57 If {1082L} then {1150M} 0.40

If {1245L} then {1150M} 0.56 If {1127L} then {1150M} 0.39

If {1106L} then {1150M} 0.55 If {1121M} then {1150M} 0.39

If {1078M, 1106M} then {1150M} 0.55 If {1126L} then {1078M} 0.38

If {1150M, 1100M} then {1121M} 0.50 If {1127L, 1150M} then {1078M} 0.37

If {1078M, 1100M} then {1121M} 0.50 If {1110L} then {1078M} 0.37

If {1100M} then {1121M} 0.48 If {1258L} then {1078M} 0.37

If {1168L} then {1150M} 0.47 If {1127L} then {1078M} 0.37

If {1202L} then {1078M} 0.45 If {1078M, 1121M} then {1150M} 0.35

If {1079L} then {1150M} 0.40 If {1100M, 1121M} then {1150M} 0.35
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Table 7 ARM association rules with 35% of confidence value

Rules Confidence Rules Confidence

If {1121, 1078, 1106} then {1150} 0.64 If {1121, 1127} then {1078} 0.41

If {1100, 1106} then {1150} 0.62 If {1079} then {1150} 0.40

If {1100, 1078, 1150} then {1121} 0.59 If {1078, 1082} then {1150} 0.40

If {1121, 1106} then {1150} 0.58 If {1121, 1110} then {1078} 0.40

If {1246} then {1150} 0.57 If {1126, 1150} then {1078} 0.40

If {1106, 1127} then {1150} 0.57 If {1078, 1127} then {1150} 0.40

If {1106, 1108} then {1150} 0.57 If {1082} then {1150} 0.40

If {1245} then {1150} 0.56 If {1127} then {1150} 0.39

If {1106, 1082} then {1150} 0.56 If {1150, 1258} then {1078} 0.39

If {1106} then {1150} 0.55 If {1121, 1126} then {1078} 0.39

If {1078, 1106} then {1150} 0.55 If {1121} then {1150} 0.39

If {1121, 1168} then {1150} 0.54 If {1140} then {1121} 0.39

If {1121, 1202} then {1078} 0.50 If {1121, 1108} then {1078} 0.38

If {1100, 1150} then {1121} 0.50 If {1232, 1150} then {1121} 0.38

If {1100, 1078} then {1121} 0.50 If {1126} then {1078} 0.38

If {1150, 1202} then {1078} 0.50 If {1078, 1106, 1150} then {1121} 0.38

If {1100} then {1121} 0.48 If {1110, 1150} then {1078} 0.38

If {1168} then {1150} 0.47 If {1100, 1078} then {1150} 0.37

If {1121, 1079} then {1150} 0.47 If {1121, 1251} then {1150} 0.37

If {1131} then {1150} 0.46 If {1127, 1150} then {1078} 0.37

If {1121, 1127} then {1150} 0.46 If {1110} then {1078} 0.37

If {1075} then {1121} 0.46 If {1121, 1232} then {1150} 0.37

If {1202} then {1078} 0.45 If {1258} then {1078} 0.37

If {1107} then {1150} 0.44 If {1127} then {1078} 0.37

If {1100, 1078, 1121} then {1150} 0.44 If {1140} then {1150} 0.36

If {1121, 1082} then {1150} 0.43 If {1078, 1108} then {1150} 0.35

If {1078, 1079} then {1150} 0.43 If {1121, 1078} then {1150} 0.35

If {1171} then {1150} 0.42 If {1100, 1121} then {1150} 0.35

If {1121, 1108} then {1150} 0.42 If {1251, 1078} then {1150} 0.35

Table 8 gives the run time of ARM and FARM, respec-
tively, for different support and confidence threshold values.
For example, ARM worked 206.7 s, whereas FARM ran
112.13 seconds for the support threshold is 200 items, and the
confidence threshold is 20%. FARMwas faster than ARM in
all cases except for the support threshold is 600 items, and the
confidence threshold is 50%. Textbf cells in the table empha-
size themaximumdifference between the twomethods based
on the support values. When the support threshold value of
500 items, determined by managers, was considered, FARM
produced results faster for the confidence threshold value of
0.35.

This study also compares the results of discrete ARM
and FARM. In discrete ARM, each sales amount is consid-
ered Low, Medium, or High. One customer transaction can
belong to only one of these classes. FARM also considers

Low, Medium, and High classes, but it calculates member-
ship values for each class.

DiscreteARMrequires expanding the product types based
on predefined classes. For example, the product 1075 is
divided into 1075 low, 1075 medium, and 1075 high sub-
products. Therefore, it usually produces fewer association
rules than traditional ARM and FARM. However, this study
shows that discrete ARM is not a proper method for a large
number of products in the e-commerce sector. Table 9 shows
the generated number of rules for the corresponding thresh-
old values.

Conclusion and limitations

In this study, some products special for Muslim women
were considered to investigate their associations. To do
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Table 8 Run time of ARM and FARM (in seconds)

Supp./Conf. 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

200 206.7–112.13 191.85–122.98 200.22–116.22 245.48–124.51 198.72–120.07 172.73–121.06 167.88–132.07

300 144.36–67.53 103.6–66.57 91.97–67.23 119.59–59.9 112.34–72.22 91.08–84.88 101.66-85.16

400 127.83–27.64 75.86–43.75 62.94–32.96 124.04–43.3 83.68–33.99 63.89–52.94 61.44–45.64

500 52.68–21.9 55.89–26.06 41.74-25.94 57.59–25.86 53.82–34.91 40.08–39.4 38.99–36.08

600 43.38–22.54 52.57–20.36 30.84–20.37 50.4–24.81 42.64–26.93 31.05–27.68 30.53–35.58

700 52.54–21.37 42.16–17.5 27.2–17.42 29.54–17.5 38.25–21.5 27.41–20.38 27.36–14.97

800 34.07–14.11 39.56–15.51 23.52–16.88 39.66–17.5 37.75–18.11 23.84–16.23 24.98–13.04

Table 9 Comparison table Methods* 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Supp./Conf 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35

200 169 466 12 149 404 2 109 320 1 66 227 0

300 101 404 10 90 256 2 63 200 1 37 136 0

400 83 320 10 75 184 2 53 135 1 31 89 0

500 57 227 7 53 132 2 34 95 1 22 58 0

600 46 156 6 43 105 2 29 74 1 17 43 0

700 40 102 4 37 92 2 24 65 1 15 39 0

800 34 67 4 32 83 2 20 58 1 12 36 0

Methods* 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Supp./Conf 0.4 0.45 0.5

200 40 156 0 28 102 0 19 67 0

300 18 87 0 12 57 0 7 37 0

400 14 57 0 10 38 0 7 27 0

500 11 34 0 10 23 0 7 17 0

600 8 24 0 7 15 0 4 8 0

700 7 20 0 6 12 0 3 7 0

800 5 18 0 4 12 0 1 7 0

*1: FARM, 2: ARM, 3: Discrete ARM

this, an FARM methodology was proposed and tested in
e-commerce sales. Some strong rules among various prod-
ucts were discovered. The results of such research contribute
to decision-makers deciding how many and which kinds of
products to generate the closest attention from online cus-
tomers. For example, the rule “if product 1078 and 1121
sold up to 8 items then product 1150 is sold up to 8 items.”
This rule shows that the company should recommend product
1150, and the maximum amount of offer should not exceed
eight if they want to increase customer attraction. Company
may present a special discount for this item and amount.

This study proposes a methodical process of applying
the FARM method in the field of e-commerce sales anal-
ysis. The proposed methodology presents valuable support
to the company managers, because discovered fuzzy rules
are straightforward and can simply be adopted to design cus-
tomer relations. Moreover, the FARM approach generates
rules with more information than traditional ARM, because

it considers not only “sold or not (binary)” variables but
also sales amount to create fuzzy rules. Managers can have
information about which and how many products should be
offered to online customers using the proposed approach to
increase customer interest.

The proposed methodology was compared to demon-
strate its effectiveness with traditional ARM. The results
were interesting, because the FARM approach yielded more
information with fewer rules. In a common example, ARM
indicates that if products 1127 and 1150 are sold, then prod-
uct 1078 is sold. However, FARM shows that if product
1127 is sold over 8 items and product 1150 is sold up to
eight items, then product 1150 is sold up to 8 items. Con-
sequently, the company can offer product 1078 up to 8
items to the customers buying these two products with the
corresponding amount. These results confirm that the pro-
posed FARM approach produces much information about
e-commerce sales for decision-makers. Furthermore, the
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FARM method eliminates some traditional rules consider-
ing their sales amount and can produce some rules different
from ARM.

There are some important notes for the readers. As the
number of transactions increases, support and confidence
values should be decreased. Therefore, the support and con-
fidence threshold value is expressed in numbers instead of
rates. Additionally, a rule is created by item sets that satisfy
the minimum support (minsupp) and minimum confidence
(mincon f ) values. It does not imply causality. Causality
needs cause and consequence of the rule.

For future studies, readers can focus on methodological
setup and experimental effects. From the methodological
setup perspective, the described fuzzy sets and threshold val-
ues can be changed. On the other hand, the dataset can be
enlarged with respect to the data attributes, or the same data
attributes can be used for various countries.

From the methodological setup perspective, (i) The fuzzy
sets used in the study may affect the analysis results. The
described fuzzy sets use triangular fuzzy numbers. It is sug-
gested that authors can redesign fuzzy sets with different
representation types, such as trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
(ii) Although managers decided on the minimum support
and minimum confidence values, authors can investigate the
effects of the changes in these two critical thresholds to
enhance the reliability of the proposed methodology.

From the experimental effects perspective, (i) This study
considers the items and amounts in the transaction data.
However, for further research, authors can take into account
several e-commerce features such as income, cost, profit, and
sales time. The proposed model can be adapted for these fea-
tures. (ii) Customers in different regions may have different
shopping behaviors. Therefore, applying the methodology to
different countries and revealing the cross-cultural difference
can be an exciting study.
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